Can-O-Zorb™
Instant Absorbent  #160 (can) # 1605 (5-gallon)

“Turns Liquid to a Gel”

CAN-O-ZORB™ absorbs 60 times its own weight in liquid instantly, so spills are quickly and easily cleaned up. Contains both a biocide and quat to eliminate odors on contact. Works on a wide variety of spills including blood, urine, vomit, oil and other liquid spills. CAN-O-ZORB quickly turns a hard to handle liquid spill into an easy to dispose of gel. CAN-O-ZORB is a safety must.

AREAS OF USE: MEDICAL FACILITIES • SCHOOLS
  • DAY CARE CENTERS • RESTAURANTS

APPLICATIONS: BLOOD • URINE • VOMIT • OIL
  • OTHER LIQUID SPILLS

TECHNICAL DATA
FORM: Powder
ODOR: Lemon
COLOR: Tan/White
STORAGE STABILITY: 1 Year +
COLD STABILITY: 0°F
FLASH POINT: 300°F
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Forms Gel
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.2
EVAPORATION RATE: N/A
BIODEGRADABILITY: Yes
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